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LOCATION: Krishna Institute of Engineering & Technology, NH-58,
Gaziabad, U.P.
DATE: 8 March 2017
BRIEF: Session was about start-up talk during Endeavour the college fest
of KIET. The topic of discussion was journey of entrepreneur.
SPEAKERS: Abhinav Bhardwaj(Director- MEPL), Bhuperdra
Kunwar(Technology Company), Deepak Gaikwd( Intershala VTC), Ayush
Jaiswal(Crowlnigtor).
SUMMARY: Event was organized by
KIET as part of their college festival
KIET. More than 200 students
participated for the interactive session
on entrepreneurship. Event was
coordinated by Mr. Satendra(GMKIET) & Ms. Anshika(Student
Coordinator). Session started with
introductory note by Mr. Satendra
about the background of speakers and
Abhinav Bhardwaj receiving honour

festival Endeavour.

Mr. Bhupendra shared the life of entrepreneur and various phases of life.
His detailed presentation highlighted required of idea, funding and
execution in lifecycle of entrepreneur.
The educative session was followed with another energetic speech of Ayush
who was alumni of KIET. He shared his journey and encouraged all to start
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journey as early in life. He shared how he is able to reach high profile
people and sell the idea without completing his graduation.
Abhinav Bhardwaj who is IIT Alumnus shared the non-tech journey of
Entrepreneurship in field of Construction. He shared the vital role of
Passion which helps in overcoming all challenges in journey. Students
appreciated his journey with his cofounder Antriksh and Akhil. He
elaborated that construction of Chandigarh Airport and has also finished
the foundation of Manomav Engineers.
Deepak Gaikwad described the environment of internshala and his
experience while working with Entrepreneur Environment. He shared the
challenges, personality and many more elements of life of
Entrepreneurship.
Students asked various Questions and felt happy about developed Startup
Culture in College. This culture is not only developing in KIET but at PAN
India in form of various initiatives like Start Up India.
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